West Lothian Sports Council
GDPR – a Primer for Sports Clubs

What is GDPR?
− GDPR = General Data Protection Regulation
− New EU regulation that replaces Data Protection Act
− Designed to give individuals better control of their data
− Implementation date: 25 May 2018
− Anyone who processes Personal Data must comply with GDPR
from this date
−
−
−
−
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Serious consequences for breaches (fines up to 20 Million Euros).
Applies to “Processors” as well as “Controllers”
Lots of guidance: https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/
This presentation is not legal advice! If in any doubt ask your
governing body for help / support.

What is Personal Data
− “Personal Data” Information about a living person (called a ‘data subject’) who
can be identified (directly or indirectly) from it, including:
•

Obvious things: names / addresses / phone numbers / DOB

•

Less obvious things: Registration numbers / race numbers / IP addresses

•

And even: physical / mental / physiological / cultural things that could be linked back
to a specific individual

− Even stricter rules about (i) Children and (ii) Sensitive Personal Data.
− “Controller” = ‘controls’ the personal data and determines the purpose and
method of processing
− “Processor” = ‘processes’ personal data on behalf of a controller
− “Processing” = anything you could do with personal data.
•
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Includes: collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or
alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or
otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or
destruction
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GDPR – Data Protection Principles
− #1 Lawfulness, fairness and transparency
Transparency: tell the subject what data processing will be done. Fair: what is processed must match up with how it has been
described. Lawful: Processing must meet the tests described in GDPR.

− #2 Purpose limitations
Data can only be used for a specific processing purpose that the subject has been made aware of and no other, without further
consent.

− #3 Data minimisation
The minimum amount of data should be kept for specific processing.

− #4 Accuracy
Data must be “accurate and where necessary kept up to date”

− #5 Storage limitations
Data should only be kept as long as actually required (and then deleted / removed.

− #6 Integrity & Confidentiality
Keep it safe. Take appropriate technical and organisational measures to protect it. Notification to ICO (and possibly data
subjects) on breach.

− Also … Article 5(2): Accountability
Controller is responsible for, and should be able to demonstrate, compliance with the principles

− Also … Data Subject Rights
A range of rights: informed / access / rectification / erasure / restrict processing / portability / object / automated decision making
& profiling.
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What do we have to do in practice?
Requirement

Practical Steps

•

Lawfulness, fairness and
transparency

•

Purpose limitations

•

Data minimisation

Identify all personal data held by the club and what it
is used for. Create a table or spreadsheet, which
can be used to maintain the required records of
processing activities.

•

Storage limitations

•

Accountability

•

Lawfulness, fairness and
transparency

•

Purpose limitations

•

Accountability

•

Accountability

•

Integrity & Confidentiality

Create a privacy notice. Update club forms,
websites, etc. to include the new privacy notices and
issue these to current members, competitors,
employees, etc.
Harper Macleod: Sport Scotland template
Ensure that everyone in the club with access to
personal data has a basic understanding
of data protection and the club’s obligations under
the GDPR.
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What do we have to do in practice?
Requirement

Practical Steps

•

Accountability

Adopt higher standards of data security. E.G.:

•

Integrity & Confidentiality

•

create specific club email accounts to limit the
use of personal email address for club business.

•

Store electronic data securely – passwords,
encryption etc.

•

Store paper documents securely – lock it up.
Don’t work on it in public.

•

Don’t share personal data by email

•

Accountability

•

Integrity & Confidentiality

•

Lawfulness, fairness and
transparency

Ensure you have a contract with suppliers
(processors who you might share personal data with
ie; timing chip service providers) – some mandatory
points they must cover. Harper Macleod: template
wording
Make sure you get “opt in” consent for marketing
Consider system for sending marketing emails
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Example Data Audit

